The important free parameter of Chiral PerturbationTheory is the quark condensate <qq>, it determines the relative size of mass and momentum terms in the power expansion.
The relation between <qq> and the scattering lengths a 0 and a 2 is known from this theory with high precision. The measurement exploits the asymmetry of the dilepton system wrt the dipion system dispersion relation based on general properties like analyticity, unitarity and crossing symmetry (Roy equations) analytical properties of ππ scattering amplitudes and Roy equations allow to establish a relation between the phase shift δ and the scattering lengths a 0 and a 2 Measurement performed using minimization and fitting procedures (1) polynomial: • Using the K S measurements, the K L BR can be predicted (extracting the short-distance physics contribution)
• Interference between short and long distance physics K 0 L →π 0 e + e -(μ + μ -) in SM
